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Beacom and Yüksel (2006) suggested an elegant method to estimate an initial energy of annihi-
lating positrons from the ratio of 511 keV line and in-flight annihilation fluxes. The idea was that
in the case of stationary injection of positrons at high energies the fluxes of 511 keV line emission
(generated by thermalized positrons) and of in-flight annihilation (produced by fast positrons)
were proportional to each other. For the delta-function injection spectrum they showed that the
initial energy of annihilating positrons cannot exceed 3 MeV. Otherwise the expected in-flight an-
nihilation flux of fast positrons in the range 1 to 10 MeV is higher than observed by COMPTEL.
However, the conclusion may be changed significantly if one analyzes the spatial distribution of
the 511 keV emission and 1-10 MeV emission. In addition if the magnetic field in Galactic center
region is 1 mG or higher the injection energy of positrons produced by central compact source
can be unrestricted.
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1. Introduction
One of the interesting and still unsolved problems is the origin of 511 keV annihilation emis-
sion from the Galactic Bulge. It is observed as an extended diffuse emission from 5◦− 8◦ radius
region with the flux ∼ 0.7× 10−3 ph cm−2s−1 that requires the rate of positron production there
∼ 1043 s−1 [1 – 3]. These observations show that the energy of annihilating positrons is about
several eV. On the other hand, all potential sources of positrons in the Galaxy like SN stars [1],
massive stars (26Al-decay) [4], secondary electrons from p-p collisions [5], lepton jets of AGNs
[6], dark matter annihilation[7], microquasars [8] etc. generate positrons with energies ≥ 1 MeV.
This means that positrons should effectively lose their energy before annihilation and thus generate
emission in other than 511 keV energy ranges. Therefore, the injection energy of positrons is an
essential parameter for modeling annihilation processes , and it can be in principle discriminated
from observations.
Beacom and Yüksel [9] introduced a simple way to estimate the injection energy of positrons
which is described below. We distinguish between different annihilation processes which are: in-
flight annihilation of high energy positrons which generates a continuum emission at energies above
511 keV and annihilation of thermal positrons which are just responsible for the line emission. For
the lifetime of in-flight annihilation, τann, and average cooling time τcl of high energy positrons
one can estimate the expected flux of in-flight annihilation, Ii f from the observed 511 keV line
emission, Iline, as
Ii f =
τcl
τann
Iline (1.1)
where
τann =

n
Eγ∫
Ein j
σann(E)v(E)dE


−1
and τcl =
Eth∫
Ein j
dE
(dE/dt)cl
(1.2)
Here Eγ , Ein j, Eth and v(E) are the energy of in-flight photons, the injection energy of positrons, the
energy of thermal plasma, and the positron velocity, respectively. The plasma density is denoted as
n and (dE/dt)cl is the rate of energy losses defined as sum of ionization and synchrotron losses:
(dE/dt)cl = (dE/dt)ion+(dE/dt)syn (1.3)
Assuming that cooling of positrons is only due to ionization losses and taking into account
that the both timescales are proportional to medium density one can notice that relation (1.1) is
independent of the medium density. So this restrictions is universal and can be applied even to a
medium with unknown density.
In the above-mentioned models the injection energy of positrons is expected in the range from
1 to several tens MeV. Therefore, the in-flight gamma-ray emission is also expected in this energy
range. The central part of the Galaxy in the range of several tens MeV was observed with COMP-
TEL. The origin of this emission is still unclear since known processes of gamma-ray production
(like inverse Compton, bremsstrahlung etc.) are unable to generate the observed flux [10], [11].
Beacom and Yüksel [9] assumed that just this excess put a nice restriction on the positron injec-
tion energy. For any injection energy the in-flight gamma-ray flux has not to exceed the COMPTEL
data. However, this excess above theoretical estimates is observed not only in the direction of the
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Galactic center. It is almost constant along the Galactic disk [12] where the intensity of annihilation
emission is lower than in the Galactic center that makes the in-flight interpretation of the excess
rather doubtful.
Therefore, Sizun et al. [7] suggested a more rigid constraint on the in-flight gamma-ray flux
from the Galactic center. According to their criterion it should not exceed two statistical errors of
COMPTEL measurements.
From the analysis of Beacom and Yüksel [9] and Sizun et al. [7] it follow that the injection
energy of positrons should equal or be smaller than 1 - 3 MeV. Hence, all models which require
higher injection energy of positrons, like e.g. that of Cheng et al. [5], should be rejected.
Below we show, nevertheless, that the injection energy may be much higher than 1 - 3 MeV.
We analyze separately the criterion obtained by Beacom and Yüksel (2006) and Sizun et al. (2006).
2. Medium properties in the vicinity of the Galactic center
As follows from observations the central 200 pc part of the Galaxy is strongly nonuniform. The
inner bulge (200-300 pc) contains (7− 9)× 107 M of hydrogen gas. In spite of relatively small
radius this region contains about 10% of the Galaxy’s molecular mass. Most of the molecular gas
is contained in very compact clouds of mass 104−106M, average densities ≥ 104cm−3.
However, this molecular gas occupies a rather small part of the central region, most of which
is filled with a very hot gas. ASCA [13] measured the X-ray spectrum in the inner 150 pc region
which exhibited a number of emission lines from highly ionized elements which are characteristics
for a 8−10 keV plasma with the density 0.4 cm−3. Later on Chandra observations [14] showed an
intensive X-ray emission at the energy Ex ∼ 8 keV from the inner 20 pc of the Galaxy. The plasma
density was estimated in limits 0.1−0.2 cm−3. Recent SUZAKU measurements 6.9/6.7 keV iron
line ratio [15] was naturally explained by a thermal emission of 6.5 keV-temperature plasma.
From polarization measurements it was inferred that near the Galactic center a large scale
magnetic fields is observed inside clouds and in the intercloud medium. The magnetic field strength
is estimated by the value of several mG (see e.g.[16]).
In this case synchrotron losses become essential for positrons even in the energy range 3-30
MeV. One can see from Fig. 1 that if magnetic field strength as high as B = 3 mG the cooling
time of 1 GeV positrons is the same as of positrons with energies about 1 MeV experiencing only
ionization losses.
3. Model description
The spectrum of positrons F(p) in the Galactic central region (integrated over the emission
volume) as a function of particle dimensionless momentum p = p/√mekT (me is the mass of the
positron and T is medium temperature) can be calculated from the equation presented in [17]:
1
p2
d
d p
[
A (p)
dF
d p +B(p)F
]
+
F
τann
= Q(p) (3.1)
whereA (p) is the momentum diffusion coefficient which is responsible for formation of Maxwellian
distribution,B(p) describes total energy losses, τann is the characteristic time of annihilation losses
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Figure 1: Characteristic cooling times of positrons for different values of magnetic field strength.
and Q(p) is the injection spectrum of the positrons. The exact values of A (p) and B(p) are pre-
sented in [5, 17].
The annihilation term consists of two parts:
1
τann
= nev(σce+σda) (3.2)
where v is velocity of positrons, σce is the charge-exchange annihilation cross-section (Bussard et
al (1979) [18]) and σda is the cross-section of the direct annihilation ( see [19]).
We will define injection function as the delta-function
Q(p) = Qδ (p− pin j) (3.3)
where pin j corresponds to injection energy and Q is determined by the the observed flux of 511
keV annihilation line from the bulge:∫
neσcevF(p)d p' 1043 ph s−1 , (3.4)
where v is particle velocity, F(p) is the solution of eq. (3.1). After this procedure we can easily
estimate the spectrum of direct annihilation emission as described in Aharonian and Atoyan (2000)
[20]:
Ida(Eγ) =
∞∫
p0(Eγ )
neqda(p,Eγ)vF(p)d p (3.5)
where qda is the production spectrum of in-flight annihilation from [20].
4. Results
4.1 Beacom and Yüksel criterion
We will start from the initial problem when magnetic field is weak and can be excluded from
the analysis. Beacom and Yüksel used for their analysis the annihilation flux coming from a cen-
tral 5◦- diameter region. They described the spatial distribution of annihilation emission by the
4
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Figure 2: Annihilation spectrum for |b|<2.5◦, |l|<2.5◦ (left) and |b|<5◦, |l|<5◦ (right) together with COMP-
TEL data. Ein j = 30 MeV, H = 0 mG
Gaussian with σ = 3.4◦. For this distribution they derived that about 24% of the total annihilation
flux comes from this region. Assuming that the COMPTEL flux in the energy range from 1 to 30
MeV taken from [10] was due to in-flight annihilation they concluded that the injection energy of
annihilating positrons was equaled to or smaller than 1 MeV.
However, as follows from [1] the central 5◦- diameter region emits only 13% (not 24%) of
the total annihilation flux. We re-calculated the expected in-flight for 2.5◦- and 5◦-radius radius
regions for the injection energy of positrons is as high as 30 MeV. The 511 keV annihilation flux
was taken as observed. The results are shown in Fig. 2 together with the COMPTEL data taken
from Strong et al [12].
One can see that within statistical uncertainties our analysis does not exclude the value of
30 MeV as the injection energy of positrons. In this respect the secondary model of annihilat-
ing positrons seems to be probable. We notice, however, that the better coincidence between the
COMPTEL data and the results of calculations were achieved for a broader area. The reason of
this effect is evident from Fig. 3 where the longitudinal MeV distribution in the COMPTEL energy
range is shown with the that of 511 keV annihilation line. The last has a sharp peak in the direction
of the galactic center. On the other hand statistical fluctuation of the COMPTEL flux are so large
that they do not exclude a sharp peak of the MeV emission in this direction.
4.2 Sizun et al. criterion
Sizun et al. [7] made accurate calculations of the in-flight flux and showed that they did not
contradict the COMPTEL data from [10] if the injection energy of positrons is about 10 MeV. They
noticed, however, that the COMPTEL data did not show any significant excess in the bulge region
in comparison with other part of the Galactic disk. Then to explain the origin of emission from the
outer disk, one should add another (not in-flight) component of emission there which generate the
same intensity of MeV emission there as that of positrons in the bulge. Such a hypothesis seems
unrealistic.
The most plausible assumption would be that the COMPTEL emission is generated by other
than in flight annihilation processes, while the in-flight flux from the bulge, if any, is small (within
2σ of COMPTEL measurements). As Sizun et al. showed, with this restriction the upper bound
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Figure 3: The distribution of the annihilation emission for 10 MeV < E < 30 MeV and |b|<5o together with
COMPTEL data. Ein j = 30 MeV
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Figure 4: Annihilation spectrum for |b|<2.5o and |l| <2.5o and different values of injection energy and
magnetic field. Solid crosses - spectrum measured by COMPTEL, dotted upper limits - statistical errors of
measurement. Thin lines - spectrum of the annihilation emission.
of injection energy is between 3 and 7.5 MeV that completely exclude the secondary origin of
positrons.
We notice, however, that measurements show a very strong magnetic fields in the central region
whose strength is as high as 3 mG. Then evolution of the positron spectrum is strongly influenced
by synchrotron energy losses. With these magnetic fields ionization losses are essential when the
initial energy of positrons drops to the value of 1 MeV (see Fig. 1).
Calculations of in-flight flux from the bulge for different magnetic field strength together with
the COMPTEL data for 2.5◦× 2.5◦ central area (solid crosses) and 2σ statistical levels (dotted
lines) are shown in Fig. 4. One can see that magnetic field strength as high as 1 mG is enough to
make calculations for any value of injection energy to be in a good agreement with observations.
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5. Conclusion
We have shown that under certain conditions such as relatively low medium density and strong
magnetic field the injection energy of positrons in the Galactic center can be unrestricted. However,
this model is valid only when a main part of positrons is born in regions with strong magnetic fields
and stay there until they cool down to 1-3 MeV and only then they leave this region. Because the
region of strong magnetic field is relatively compact the fast positrons should be born in a close
vicinity of the Galactic center that e.g. corresponds to the conditions of the model in [5]. It
seems that this model can’t allow heavy dark matter particles to be a source of positrons since the
production region of positrons is extended. The next step of the analysis is to take into account
spatial propagation of positrons. The solution of the equation with spatial terms will show the
distribution of the annihilation emission along the Galactic axes so one can find whether the central
source plays significant role in contribution to the annihilation emission or not.
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